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Sensation: Bored 

With the election of Tony Blair's Labour Party to 
power in the united Kingdom, we were instantly greeted 
with news of a transformation. Great Britain is now 
"New Britain"; "Cool Britannia. II One can not help 
recalling Monty Python, who once inquired, in a 
different context, "is this a joke, or a sales 
campaign? II (Monty Python, as you know, makes 
documentaries.) Labour's spin doctors would have us 
believe that everything old is out and Britain is the 
place to be for intelligent, up - to-date culture, of all 
sorts, whether it be traditional, financial, or 
mercantile. Before a recent visit I thought this might 
be a joke; now I think it is a sales campaign. 

The sales campaign has not changed much. There is 
still an unmistakable air of class difference. Of 
course, the capitalization of class difference has been 
a staple of British art for centuries. In literature, 
from sublimity of Shakespeare to the children's 
television show Thomas the Tank Engine, class 
difference has been used for dramatic or comedic effect 
for centuries (in the latter example the freight cars 
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are frightfully tiresome troublemakers who are usually 
put in their place by the more gentlemanly engines, 
most frequently by slamming into them - a variation of 
a traditional method of discipline). In contemporary 
British art the working class, real or affectated, has 
not inflicted itself on the public in a very visible 
form: an exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, the 
bastion of establishment visual culture. 

This attack on the refined sensibilities of the 
British art public was the exhibition Sensation, which 
closed at the end of December. It was a gathering of 
objects owned by the well-known advertising moguls the 
Saatchi brothers, and normally on view at its own 
gallery. The public, fueled by the media (always ready 
for a scandal) was shocked at much of the content; 
critics thought the exhibition was a sales campaign; I 
think it was a joke. 

New British art is among the hottest stuff going 
internationally but this exhibition was the first 
chance for a wide British audience to see it. It has 
been acclaimed for being provocative and new art 
~requently needs to be provocative in order to spread 
~ts message or even to be given attention. Indeed in 
Sensation visitors were greeted in the first galle~y by 
a large real, dead, Tiger Shark suspended in a tank of 
formaldehyde, which, far from shocking, immediately 
brought to my mind George Stubbs' life size paintings 
of tigers and zebras. Stubbs, however, had titles more 
mundane and descriptive than The Physical Impossibility 
of Death in the Mind of Someone Living provided by the 
artist, Damien Hirst. Just in case the Stubbs point 
was not clear enough a nearby installation by Mark 
Wallenger displayed four life-sized paintings of a race 
horse, the size of Stubbs' celebrated Whistlejacket, 
but now given a title with the subtlety of a 
sledgehammer: Race Class Sex. The sledgehammer 
continued: one was subject to enough sexual organs 
(literal and mutated), blood (real and manufactured) , 
death, and self - examination (of all sorts) to make one 
numb to provocation by the third gallery. Well into 
the exhibition I was still not being shocked; oddly 
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enough I kept recalling earlier British art and by the 
end I recalled nothing more than Sir Nikolaus Pevsner's 
published lectures The Englishness of English Art. It 
was part of a long British tradition of visual art, it 
was boring and dull. Perhaps the only non-British 
thing about the exhibition was its distinct lack of 
subtlety and any sense of intelligence behind the art. 
Most British art suffers from too much intelligence and 
not enough creativity. To shock, something has to be 
different, and we (and the British) see vulgarity like 
this on a regular basis in the popular media in 
contemporary culture. Perhaps this stuff was shocking 
once, but it's been done. Thus the real reason that 
the exhibition was so banal; it suffered from the great 
curse of art-it was derivative. Worst still for old 
John Hull, it was derivative of contemporary American 
art. 

I should point out that, like all British art, 
some of the new art was indeed worth contemplating, in 
particular that of Damien Hirst of shark fame. His 
sliced animals in formaldehyde, his maggots in a sealed 
chamber eating a cow's head, his rows of drug boxes in 
glass cases, and his dot paintings are strangely 
elegant for all their confrontational subject matLer. 
They are only objectionable, oddly enough, in 
description. Rachel Whiteread's plaster casts of the 
interior spaces of rooms are silently compelling. Ron 
Mueck's Dead Dad, a half-life-sized hyper-realistic 
image of his father, naked, laid on a slab with a toe 
tag, brought new significance to images like Holbein's 
or Mantegna's paintings of the dead Christ. The public 
gave it serious scrutiny; the reduced size turned it 
into art, not simply the sensationalism of a naked dead 
person, which would have been perfectly in keeping with 
the vast majority of the exhibition. 

The most provocative-and most successful - work in 
the exhibition was shocking only to those who knew the 
con~ext, Marcu~ Ha~vey's Myra. It is a large painting, 
adm~ttedly der~vat1ve of Chuck Close's portraits in 
which an image is made by blots to create a face clear 
from a distance. Myra is Myra Hindley, the Moors 
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Murderer, who, in the early 1960s when in her teens, 
murdered several children. The portrait reproduces lleL 
police mug shot of a bleached blond moll, the only 
image most of Britain knows, but the blots were made by 
the hand prints of children. With this background the 
piece was extremely powerful, the borrowing of chuck 
Close's method becoming a moving metaphor for the agony 
of the event itself. Sadly, Harvey's other paintings 
are expressionistic daubs and not to this standard, and 
equally sadly the public only saw Myra Hindley, not the 
message. The painting was vandalized several times 
during the exhibition and eventually displayed behind 
plexiglas, flanked by two guards, and the public kept a 
couple of yards away by a taped white line. Not only 
the style was derivative: Britons should have realized 
that Myra derives from the highly respected oeuvre of 
William Hogarth, who published in the eighteenth 
century portrait prints of demonic female murderers to 
great success. 

Sensation is, like the emergence of the Pre
Raphaelite Brotherhood a century and a half earlier, 
nothing more than a generation of young artists trying 
to shock the traditional leisured moneyed art world. 
But in the end, a little education and knowledge of 
history reveal what it is: simply the Englishness of 
English art. Just like the P.R.B., by exhibiting at 
the R.A. they became establishment themselves. 

Cool Britannia is no more overrun with tourists 
today than it has been in the past. Whether clad in 
black ~r ~olye~ter, with shaved heads or with toupees, 
fr~m Clnclnnatl, Tokyo, Rome, or New York, tourists are 
gOlng where they always have gone: the Abbey, the 
Tower, the British Museum, because England is one of 
the most impressive amalgams of history to be found 
anywhere. It is this accumulation of the centuries 
this patena, that most tourists seek. New Britain is 
surprisingly (or perhaps not so surprisingly) like the 
Old. So while the food has improved dramatically (one 
advantage of the E.U.), the classes still only tolerate 
each other (barely), the art is, for the most part, 
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derivative, and the weather is still grey. Britain is 
still safe for the tourist. 

John H. Wilson III 

2 

A Music Box, A Sermon, A Little Dog 

A woman lies in her death bed as outside her 
window her son methodically builds her coffin. Another 
son walks up a path, reaches an outbuilding on the 
farm, steps through an open window in the building's 
wall, walks through and out a window on the other side, 
down the path. Surreal i st grotesquely worthy of a 
Salvador Dali painting or film. All this, and more 
occurs in the opening pages of William Faulkner'S As I 
Lay Dying. This 1930 novel was my first contact with 
the chronicler of Yoknapatawpha County, a mythical 
section of rural Mississippi, not too far from Memphis. 
Its county seat is Jefferson, a town that looks not 
unlike the Oxford, Mississippi that Faulkner called 
home most of his life. 

Jefferson and Yoknapatawpha were the site of much 
of the sprawling oeuvre that Faulkner created over a 
career that spanned some 38 years and garnered the 
Nobel Prize. There is not sufficient room to say much 
about Faulkner's work in a budget size paper, or even 
in a paper of regular Literary Club length. This paper 
will focus only on one aspect of three works that 
especially appeal to me, As I lay Dying, the short 
novel liThe Bear" and his masterpiece, The Sound and the 
Fury. 

I was simply knocked out when I first read those 
opening pages of As I Lay Dying. My admiration for 
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this work (and for most of Faulkner) his lasted to this 
day. As I Lav Dying is a tour de force composed of 
many elements: a genre painting of life among the hard 
scrabble poor of rural Mississippi; an experiment in 
stream of consciousness writing, all narrative 
suppressed, the story advanced by short chapters each 
spoken by a single character; a symbolic novel, shot 
through with archetypal imagery, as the Bundren family 
the widower Anse and his five children, Cash, Jewel, 
Darl, Dewey Dell and Vardaman-transports the cadaver of 
their dead mother through fire and water back to her 
ancestral home in Jefferson, there to be buried with 
her family of origin. 

The story is laced with sardonic humor as we 
discover that the mythic journey through water and fire 
also serves to unite birth and death. Dewey Dell seeks 
to find medicine to help her abort the baby she is 
carrying. Meanwhile, the hapless and ferociously 
selfish Anse Bundren wants to get himself both some new 
teeth while in town and a new wife. Overarching all is 
our knowledge of the futility of the family's mission: 
the dead wife Addie is a nihilist who learned from her 
father that life is nothing more than getting ready to 
be dead for a long time. For her-a former 
schoolteacher and the most eloquent speaker in this 
book-words are meaningless 

words go straight up in a thin line, quick 
and harmless, and how terribly doing goes 
along the earth, clinging to it, so that 
after a while the two lines are too far apart 
for the same person to straddle from one to 
the other. 

Life is meaningless too. Addie has never loved Anse, 
and one of the Bundren sons, Jewel is the product of 
her adulterous union with the local preacher. 

But it is not anyone of these notions and themes
each the fodder for lengthy discourse-that most sparks 
my interest. In As I Lay Dying as in the other works I 
will share with you this evening, I am more interested 
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in how each of them illustrates in its own way the 
biblical text: "The last shall be first and the first 
shall be last," a high falutin way of saying that they 
illustrate my fascination with the underdog. In 
dealing with the lowly of the earth Faulkner shows us 
the basic humanity and even nobility of his characters, 
as they make their way through a hostile and seemingly 
God-forsaken universe. 

Beneath the black humor is a realization of inner 
worth, the will not only (as Faulkner would say in his 
Nobel Prize acceptance speech) to ourvive, but even 
prevail. At the outset of As I Lay Dying, this does 
not seem patently obvious. The Bundren family could 
hardly have more disadvantages. The father, Anse, is a 
malingerer who thinks that to sweat will be his death, 
the result of getting over heated once many years ago. 
The Bundrens meet with every kind of disaster on the 
road to Jefferson. The poetic son, Darl, goes mad on 
the journey and winds up in the insane asylum in 
Jackson. Dewey Dell fails to get her abortion when a 
pharmacist persuades her that the hair of the dog will 
cure her. The oldest son, Cash, a carpenter by trade, 
breaks his leg in an accident on the journey and 
probably will wind up with a limp for life, after the 
family sets his leg in concrete to "steady it some" as 
he rides atop his mother's coffin into town in the back 
of the wagon. Within the coffin itself, the body of 
Addie Bundren suppurates and decomposes, as the journey 
takes far too long in the heat of summer. 

But the Bundrens are able to complete their 
quixotic journey, borrowing the very shovels they use 
to dig Addie's grave from the woman whom Anse will 
shortly marry. An article that the new Mrs. Bundren 
totes along with her as Anse sheepishly introduces the 
family to her is key to an important aspect of the 
story. The article is a "graphophone," a music box. 
The stolid Cash tells us about it in the last lines of 
the novel. A prosaic man who believes in correct 
measurement and hard work, Cash gives us a glimpse of 
the future: 
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And then I see that the grip she was carrying 
was one of them little graphophones. It was 
for a fact, all shut up as pretty as a 
picture, and every time a new record would 
come from the mail order and us setting in 
the house in the winter, listening to it, I 
would think, what a shame Darl couldn't be to 
enjoy it too. 

In the face of all that has happened to this 
bumbling, hapless bunch of hillbillies, life will go 
on. They will have their moments of happiness and 
repose, still points at the center of the turning 
world. The very image of the music box-the antithesis 
of the coffin they had carried to Jefferson - somehow 
gives ~ sense o f peace and order to the future that at 
least some of the Bundrens will inhabit. 

The Sound and the Fury written in 1929, the year 
prior to As I Lay Dying, is generally acknowledged to 
be Faulkner's masterpiece. It is as horrific and 
affirming as As I Lay Dying, but in a deeper key and a 
more symphonic mode. Set largely in the days of Easter 
We ek, 1928 (one chapter is set some years earlier) 
through flashback and adroit use of narrative story 
chronicles the fall of the aristocratic Compson family 
and in that the decline of the aristocratic South that 
fought the Civil War and nurtured its myths. 

Like their social inferiors, the Bundrens, the 
Compsons are a family in terrible disarray. The 
fat her, an alcoholic, has died some years previously. 
The mother is a neurasthenic who can do little but call 
for her hot water bottle and ask about meal times. The 
Compson children had been four: Quentin, Jason, Caddy 
and Benjamin, born Maury, and the book is written in 
four sections, with the first three focussed upon one 
or the other of the four children, detailing their 
deficiencies and maladies. 

The first section, set on April 7, 1928, is told 
largely from the fragmented point of view of Benjy, 
much to the dismay of readers unfamiliar with 
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Faulkner's style. For Benjy is mentally defective, and 
it is his condition, and his position in the book-a 
central figure both at the beginning and at the end
that sparks the title: Faulkner is drawing on the 
words of Macbeth on the meaning of life. "It is a tale 
told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying 
nothing." An overstatement, of course, although more 
than one beginning reader I am sure has found the 
Shakespeare lines painfully accurate when applied to 
Faulkner's masterpiece. 

Once again Faulkner is using humble vessels to 
infuse a story with rich meaning. Benjy is 33 years 
old this day. Two days later, Easter morning, the book 
will end with him being driven in a carriage 
ceremoniously around the Jefferson town square, a 
broken flower stalk-scepter if you will-in his hand 
"his eyes. . empty and blue and serene. " 
everything "in its ordered place." This broken, empty 
Christ figure presides over and moves through a world 
replete with suffering, death and betrayal. 

The second section of the book is told from the 
point of view of the failed hope of the family, 
Quentin. Set some years earlier, the time is June 2, 
1910, the venue Cambridge, Massachusetts. Father 
Compson has sent Quentin off to Harvard, little knowing 
that for Quentin, Harvard will be only "a fine dead 
sound." Quentin is full of anguish and despair, and we 
learn later in the book that he committed suicide 
shortly after the narrative leaves him. Father Compson 
had sold off his last piece of land-"Benjy's pasture" 
to get the money for Quentin's Harvard education. This 
guilt is heavy enough for Quentin to bear; even worse 
are his ambivalent feelings for his sister Caddy . In 
the midst of Quentin's feverish wanderings on his last 
day of life, we sense his strong attraction to his 
sister, and his dismay that she has managed to get 
herself pregnant by one man and rushed headlong into 
marriage with another. 

It is only when we return to Jefferson and Easter 
Week, 1928 that we learn that Caddy's marriage was 
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short-lived, that she has been exiled from the family 
forever, returning only for her father's funeral, but 
leaving, her daughter - piquantly named Quentin as well
to be raised at home. It is now Good Friday, and this 
third section, belongs to the younger Quentin and her 
suffering Uncle Jason. Now the head of the family, 
Iagoesque in his bitterness and acid sarcasm, Jason is 
one of the more unappealing figures in Faulkner's work. 
A man of no human sympathy whatsoever, he works in a 
hardware store, cheated he thinks of his chance for a 
more prestigious job in a bank, by Caddy's husband. 
This is only part of the root of his hatred of Caddy, 
which spills over onto her daughter. 

In the course of Good Friday, as we see Jason lose 
money in the cotton market and ineffectually try to 
prevent Quenton from a rendezvous with a circus 
performer, we also learn that he has been stealing the 
support money that Caddy sends for Quentin. This 
avails him nothing, however. Quentin is soon to run 
of f with her boyfriend, the contents of Jason's strong 
box under her arm. History has repeated itself, as 
daughter f~ll~ws mother in giving herself to the wrong 
man and brlnglng further disgrace on the family. 

As Easter Sunday dawns in a short last section, 
the Compsons have sunk to a new low. The only children 
left are the childless and inhuman Jason and Benjy, who 
had been castrated years before after trying to molest 
a neighborhood girl. Even though the day breaks bleak 
and chill, it is not without redemption. With the 
dawn, the focus shifts to another Compean, the black 
mammy, Dilsey, a woman of indeterminate years and 
infinite patience, whom we realize has kept the family 
together through its squalid and ineffectual fall from 
grace. While Dilsey is infinitely competent and 
understanding, she is surrounded by a platoon of blacks 
almost as ineffectual as the white Compsons-Versh, 
T.P .. Frony and Luster-and Faulkner is ~llrl~~ious in 
capturing the rural Negroid dialect and mannerisms. 

But even in the midst of the burlesque humor the 
blacks provide, they give us a sense of hope and 
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redemption emerging fro~ the ruck of t~e s~rdid failure 
of the Compson clan. Dl1sey takes BenJY wlth her to 
Easter service at her church, where we hear the Eastern 
sermon given by the Reverend Shegog, a little wizened 
man from St. Louis whom Faulkner has the nerve to 
compare to a monkey three times in a few paragraphs. 
The little wizened, monkey-minister delivers one of the 
most powerful sermons I have ever heard, as he moves 
the hearts of these eternally suffering black folk, 
convincing them that there is resurrection and life to 
come. Shegog's Easter sermon, delivered in broad rural 
Negro dialect is one of the most powerful pieces of 
writing I have ever experienced. 

Here is only a sample: 

Whut I see, 0 sinner? I sees de resurrection 
en de light; sees de meek Jesus saying Dey 
kilt Me dat ye shall live again; I died dat 
dem whut sees en believes shall never die. 
Breddren, 0 bredden! I sees de doom crack en 
hears de golden horns shoutin down de glory, 
en de arisen dead whut got de blood en de 
ricklickshun of de Lamb! 

It is this image that we take away from the book
"dem whut sees en believes shall never die"-even as we 
see the false and broken Christ figure, Benjy, paraded 
around the square, under the unseeing gaze of the 
marmoreal confederate soldier, gazing with empty eye 
into wind and weather. In some sense Faulkner seems to 
be espousing the antithesis of Lincoln's awful 
speculation in his Second Inaugural Address: that the 
war might not end until each drop of bondsman's blood 
drawn by the lash was expiated by one drawn with the 
sword. Here, the suffering and patience of the 
faithful blacks somehow seems to expiate the sins of 
their white oppressors. 

Faulkner's hope for mankind, his portrayal of 
patience and courage, is played out grandiloquently in 
The Sound and the Fury. A lighter variant of this 
theme is exemplified in the short novel "The Bear," 
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published in the 1940 collection Go Down, Moses. T~is 
story depicts an epic bear hunt that spans the h~nt~ng 
seasons of several years. The tale of the hunt ~s 
interwoven with an idiosyncratic and comic history of 
the settlement of Mississippi over the 1800s. But for 
our purposes, the bear is the thing. The primeval 
forest of Mississippi was inhabited by bear, and the 
granddaddy of them all was Old Ben, a majestic animal 
of mythic strength and cunning, whom the hunters, 
General Compson, Major DeSpain, McCaslin and young Ike 
McCaslin, the Indian Sam Fathers, and Boon Hogganbeck 
almost do not want to kill. During the course of his 
teenage years, young Ike has Old Ben in his sights 
twice and fails to fire a single shot. When the elder 
McCaslin questions him about this and Ike has no 
response, McCaslin answers for him, reading from Keats' 
"Ode on a Grecian Urn": boy pursuing girl endlessly, 
emotion transmuted into art: "For ever wilt thou love, 
and she be fair!" 

In not killing the bear, Ike wanted to preserve a 
thing of great wildness, strength and beauty. But life 
is not played out on a Grecian urn. Old Ben is 
eventually killed-almost treacherously-by the lowborn 
Boon, who stabs the bear in the heart, when Ben is 
finally cornered and fighting to the death with the 
indomitable dog Lion. Many things die with Old Ben: 
Lion, the dog who finally matched him; the Indian, Sam 
Fathers, his heart broken. Neither Major deSpain nor 
General Compson can bring themselves to go into the 
woods again. The great hunt is over. 

It is left to the contemplative McCaslins to 
puzzle out what it has meant. We have already talked 
about the apotheosis of beauty and truth McCaslin finds 
in the Keats ode. Ike McCaslin has learned something 
else in his wilderness journey, and from one of my 
favorite Faulkner figures, a little dog. An important 
player in this story is a small mongrel, what Faulkner 
say the Negroes call a fyce. The small, nameless fyce 
corners Old Ben on one of the hunts and holds him to a 
standstill until Ike can pull the little creature away. 
The "frantically pinwheeling" dog yaps and turns under 
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the gigantic beast, which looms over him like a 
thunderclap, strong and hot and rank. While the 
characters in the story gauge the fyce as braver than 
smart, I think that we know better. The fyce has shown 
that there is only one choice in the sordid mess that 
we make of things, and that is to face the wildness at 
the heart of life with unflinching courage. There is 
beauty and truth in that, and with the frantically 
pinwheeling fyce, we are at yet another still point of 
Faulkner's turning universe. The fyce has a message 
for us all. 

There is more to be said about Faulkner than space 
or time to say it here. Faulkner is not an easy 
writer. Yet As I Lay Dying is an accessible book, once 
you get the hang of the lack of narrative, and The 
Sound and the Fury and "The Bear" each become an easier 
read the further one delves into them. Moreover, there 
are many other novels and stories of his of a piece 
with the three fine works looked at tonight. It is a 
shame that most of us do not read the classics once we 
have finished with our formal educations. Faulkner may 
not delve into suburban angst and middle class ennui as 
many contemporary writers do, but like the other great 
writers in English he has much to say about the things 
that touch the heart most deeply. He is well worth the 
initial effort. We can learn a lot from a music box, a 
sermon, even a little dog. 

Anthony G. Covatta 
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3 

Circuit Rider 

On February 12th, Abraham Lincoln's 189th birthday 
was celebrated. Next Sunday, March 1st, marks the one 
hundred and sixty-first anniversary of Lincoln's 
admission to the Illinois Bar. What prompted this 
paper were the exorbitant legal fees involving the 
current tobacco cases reported in the daily press when 
I was reading a biography describing Lincoln's nomadic 
life in the Eighth Circuit in central Illinois. 

In 1837, just six weeks after admission to the 
Bar, Lincoln moved from Salem, Illinois to Springfield, 
the newly established state capital. He was 28. 
Springfield was then a small village of less than one 
thousand people. The statehouse had not yet been built 
and the legislature met in a church. The town 
consisted of three country taverns, about a half dozen 
stores, and a small merchant's mill. In summer the 
unimproved streets were frequently obscured by clouds 
of dust. In winter they were impassibly mUddy. 

When he arrived in Springfield in March of 1837, 
Lincoln's only possessions consisted of a borrowed 
horse, a pair of old saddlebags containing two or three 
law books, a few pieces of non-descript clothing and 
approximately $7.00. After tying his horse to a 
hitching rack, he entered the store of his friend 
Joshua F. Speed and the following dialog was reported: 

Speed "Hello, Abe, just from Salem?" 

Lincoln "Howdy Speed. Yes this my firot shew 
up. " 

Speed "80 you are to be one of us?" 

Lincoln "I reckon so if you will let me take 
pot-luck with you." 
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Speed "All right Abe; it's better than Salem." 

Lincoln "I just want to put my saddle pockets 
down here till I put my beast at Bill Butler's, then I 
want to see you." 

Returning in five minutes Lincoln said, "Well, 
Speed, I've been to Gorman's and got a singl~ bedstead; 
now you figure out what it will cost for a t~ck, 
blankets, etc." 

Speed IISay seventeen dollars or so." 

Lincoln's face dropped. "I had no idee it would 
cost half of that and I can't pay, but if you can wait 
on me until Christmas, and I make anything I'll pay; if 
I don't I can't - I can't." 

Speed "I can do better than that; upstairs I 
sleep in a bed big enough for two, and you just come 
and sleep with me until you can do better." 

Lincoln "Good; where is it?" 

Speed "Upstairs behind that pile of barrels -
turn to the right when you get up." 

Lincoln upon returning said IIWell, Speed, I've got 
moved. " 

The Eighth Circuit, in which he was to practice 
until his election as president in 1861 except for a 
brief two-year term in Congress from 1847 to 1849, 
consisted of fourteen counties. It was a vast expanse 
of sparsely occupied, virgin, desolate prairie 
measuring 110 by 140 miles, or approximately fifteen 
thousand square miles. 

A single judge rode the circuit twice yearly, 
holding court in each of the fourteen county seats. 
Travel to the fourteen different counties involved 
approximately five hundred miles. Lincoln, and the 
other lawyers who rode the circuit, would leave one 
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county prior to dawn and ride late into the night. On 
good days they could average four to file miles an 
hour. If the roads were bad their pace slowed to one 
to two miles per hour. 

It was not until 1850 that Lincoln upgraded his 
horse to a ramshackle buggy. But, the buggy was no 
panacea. Bridges in the unsettled parts of Illinois 
were scarce and frequently in disrepair. The ability 
to wade and swim streams was essential. Frequently, 
riders would go for stretches of 15 or more miles 
without passing a single farm or meeting another 
person. 

Because of his long legs Lincoln often was 
appointed by his circuit riding companions as a scout 
to gauge the depth of the swollen streams. Often he 
would take off his stockings and boots, roll up his 
pants and search the streams for a shallow crossing 
where he could lead his colleagues to the other side. 

Once, after a severe rain storm, a party of 
itinerant lawyers, including the three hundred pound 
circuit judge, stripped naked, threw their clothes in a 
bundle over their shoulders, mounted their horses and 
followed Lincoln across the flooded stream. 

On a trip from Urbana to Danville when Lincoln was 
traveling with his partner and his partner's wife in a 
two-seated carriage, they passed through a narrow road, 
heavily timbered with deep ditches on each side, laying 
through a river bottom. Because of the extremely muddy 
conditions, the driver stopped and said that safety 
required that someone go ahead and pilot him. Lincoln 
and,his companion got out of the carriage, rolled-up 
the1r pantaloons and walked ahead, shouting back 
frequently so that the driver could find his way. 

After traveling all day or frequently two days 
Lincoln and his entourage were not rewarded with ' 
comfort. County seats were primitive and tavern 
accommodations were rudimentary at best. Lawyers 
generally slept two or three to a bed with 20 men in 
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the same room - some on old ropes - some on sheets- a 
straw or two under them. When they arose the next 
morning they washed outside with a pitcher of cold 
water. Those who got up late, often found the towel 
too wet to use. Beds were always too short, coffee in 
the morning burnt or otherwise bad, and food often 
indifferent. 

One of Lincoln's colleagues remembers that the 
taverns were almost always cheerless and uncomfortable 
and frequently not waterproof. More than once he slept 
with tiny eddies of snow drifting in on his bed. 
Furniture in the guest rooms rarely comprised more than 
the bedstead, one or two split-bottom chairs and 
possibly a spittoon. The bedding was usually abundant, 
and thus the bed-bugs were gigantic. Guests performed 
their ablutions in a tin basin on the back porch or on 
a bench up by the well in the yard, using soft soap, if 
any soap at all, and wiping on the single hand towel. 
He distinctly remembers one morning washing at the well 
when the thermometer was 30° below zero and the water 
freezing on the basin - side as it dropped from his 
hands. It was either this or postponing the rite to 
another day. 

At meals, the judge, lawyers, advocates, jurors, 
witnesses, court officers and prisoners out on bail all 
ate together, usually at a long table. Lincoln and the 
other traveling lawyers had no office, clerk, 
secretary, or library. Upon arrival in the county 
seat, clients or sometimes local lawyers would quickly 
seek,them out to try their cases. Pleadings were 
hastlly drafted, witnesses interviewed and the trials 
would begin. One time a young lawyer enlisted 
Lincoln's aid as he sat under a tree whittling a plug 
of wood to be used as a substitute for a button to hold 
hi s pants to his suspenders. Lincoln, hearing the 
story as he whittled, said, "I will be with you as 
quickly as I can fix a plug for this galluss." He then 
proceeded to try the case. 

Some of the circuit courts functioned most 
informally. It was not uncommon for the attorneys, 
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jurors, witnesses, spectators, and even the presiding 
judge, to chew away at a plug of tobacco, regularly 
relieving themselves. 

In one circuit near the present city of Hillsboro, 
the Clerk of Court resided with one of the farmers in a 
two room house. Court was held in one of the rooms. 
The judge sat on the side of a bed and impaneled the 
grand jury. After being sworn in, it retired to the 
adjacent woods where the jurors sat on a log and made 
their deliberations. 

In another circuit, a visitor reported that the 
judge was seated at the bench, his chair tilted back 
and his heels as high as his head. In his mouth was a 
corncob pipe. His hair was standing "nine ways for 
Sunday" while his clothing was more like that worn by a 
woodchopper. A railing divided the audience, outside 
of which smoking, chewing and spitting appeared to be 
the principal employment. 

There is an amusing antidote concerning Lincoln in 
Christian County. The courthouse was raised several 
feet above the ground, resting on stone pilings, 
providing ample room underneath for the town's hogs. 
While Lincoln was arguing a case, he was having 
difficulty making himself heard above the squealing 
pigs. Accordingly, he stopped his argument and, in 
mock earnestness, requested that the judge issue a writ 
of quietus directing to the sheriff to abate the 
nuisance. 

Another pig related episode occurred after Lincoln 
purchased a new suit prior to setting out on the 
circuit. Smartly dressed, he began his horseback ride 
to the court session, miles away, when his journey was 
interrupted by a squealing pig. Lincoln jumped from 
his horse to discover a pig trapped in a hole. Though 
he considered the risk of getting his new suit soiled, 
he nevertheless found some railroad ties and reached 
down the hole and positioned them so that the trapped 
pig could get out. After the pig climbed to safety, a 
dirty and disheveled Lincoln resumed his ride. 
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At a tavern in Springfield, Lincoln and his 
friend, Judge David Davis, exchanged stories about the 
worst horses they had ever had. They agreed that the 
next day each would bring a horse to the tavern which 
they would have to swap. The following morning the 
judge dragged in the sorriest excuse of a broken-down 
horse. Lincoln was carrying a sawhorse. Lincoln 
looked at the old nag and said "this is the first time 
I have ever been beaten in a horse trade." 

In due course, Lincoln was elected to the State's 
General Assembly where he served four terms. The 
legislature was dominated by the Democrats, but the 
Whigs fought them with every parliamentary device. 
Sometimes the doors were locked to retain a quorum. 

It was reported in the Illinois State Register on 
December 11, 1840, that the Speaker of the House stated 
that a quorum was present after several sick Democratic 
members were brought into the chamber. When the 
finding of a quorum was announced, Lincoln, a Whig, 
became very upset and attempted to get out the door 
which was locked. Abruptly, Lincoln unceremoniously 
raised the window and jumped out followed by one or two 
other members. Unfortunately, he was too late since 
the vote already had been taken. 

The State Register reported that after the 
incident, a resolution probably would be introduced 
into the House to investigate raising the State House 
one story higher to the third floor to prevent members 
from jumping out of the windows. It stated that if the 
resolution would pass, Mr. Lincoln would have to climb 
down the spout. 

During the time Lincoln was practicing law, few 
people were wealthy. Judges received less than $20.00 
a week, working men were paid $.75 to $1.00 for a 
twelve hour day and good farmland in Central Illinois 
sold from between a $1.25 to $5.00 an acre. 

A circuit riding lawyer could obtain lodging and 
meals at a country tavern and feeding and stabling of 
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his horse for approximately $.50 a day. Fees of $2.50 
were not uncommon and it was not unusual for Lincoln to 
handle a case in the lower court and carry it through 
an appeal to the Supreme Court for $10.00. The largest 
fee of his career was $5,000.00. 

During the 1840's, Lincoln had many cases for 
$5.00 and $10.00 . $20.00 was a good fee and $100 . 00 a 
large fee. His income was estimated at less than 
$2,000 a year. 

Daniel Webster once sent him a case and was amazed 
at his modest bill. Once, when another attorney 
collected $250.00 for their joint services, Lincoln 
refused to accept his share until the fee was reduced 
to what he considered a fair amount and the overcharge 
returned to the client. So low were Lincoln's fees 
that the presiding judge of the circuit once j okingly 
admonished Lincoln that his picayune charges would 
impoverish the bar. 

At the outset of this paper I stated that it was 
prompted by press reports of the staggering legal fees 
in the tobacco cases. For example, the November 30 , 
1997, Cincinnati Enquirer reported that Florida lawyers 
instrumental in obtaining an $11.3 billion settlement 
could receive $2.8 billion dollars in fees, a sum the 
Florida Attorney General asserts a mounts to $100,00 0.00 
per hour. Texas could owe its attorneys $2.18 billion 
dollars. 

The Ohio Attorney General has retained a local 
attorney to seek $5 billion dollars from the tobacco 
c ompanies. The contingent fee of ten (10%) percent is 
reportedly the lowest paid by any state. The newly 
appointed attorney was quoted as declaring, "It's the 
toughest contract for outside attorneys among the forty 
states suing the industry, but I couldn't resist." If 
my math is correct, ten percent of $5 billion dollars 
is $500 million dollars. My, my. What would Lincoln 
have thought? 
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